SER-Kits
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
SER/LBSCR 1842-1905 HORSEBOX WITHOUT GROOM’S COMPARTMENT
HB42
PLEASE READ BEFORE STARTING THE KIT

INTRODUCTION
SER-Kits passenger stock kits use high quality resin that withstands a degree of flexing. It can be drilled
and filed with ordinary care without snapping unexpectedly. But take care around thin section.
If you follow the instructions and take your time, you should be able to achieve a highly detailed model
which will be an asset to your layout.
TO COMPLETE THE KIT, you will need 3’1” Mansell wheels (Slaters or equivalent); quick-set epoxy
resin adhesive (eg. Araldite or Devcon), superglue, filler such as Milliput, paint and transfers.
TOOLS NEEDED: medium and fine flat and round files for cleaning up castings. A drill, which need only
be a pin vice, or hand-drill, but preferably a 12V model drill. The following drills are useful: 1.4mm,
0.9mm, 0.6mm. (You can probably manage with 1/16”, 3/64” and 1/32” if you’re stuck.) Sharp point for
marking. Craft knife, small set square, sandpaper and sanding block.
HEALTH AND SAFETY: Like all low-melt metal castings the ones in this kit contain small amounts of
lead. Keep them away from young children. Dispose carefully of all filings, drill swarf and metal dust. Do
not eat while handling parts, and wash your hands thoroughly. So far as I know, the resin poses no
health risk, but avoid inhaling filing dust.
PACKING LIST

2 Resin sides
4 buffer stocks
2 Coupling centres
4 crank castings
Length p-bronze wire
Short length of 3/64 tube
1.6mm Styrene floor
Printed partition labels

2 Resin ends
4 buffers
2 Bob weights
4 Lamp irons
2 lengths of 0.45mm iron wire
2x1.5mm styrene strip
Curved styrene roof
Wagon drawing

2 solebars with axleboxes
2 coupling hooks
6 large coupling links
2 louvre castings
Length of 0.7mm rod
Safety chain pack
1mm styrene for stall partitions
Instructions & history
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HISTORICAL NOTE:

•
•

•
•
•

These little horseboxes date back to the earliest days and were used by both the SER and the
LBSCR. One can be seen at Edinburgh Waverley, though there’s no evidence as to whether it was
for Kentish wealthy going to the Highlands or local traffic.
The horsebox was designed to hold three horses all facing the same way, with a ¾ height partition
between them. (The original drawing is not clear on the number of partitions, but later horseboxes of
the same width certainly held three horses.) There are sliding shutters to give outside access to the
horses’ heads and louvres at the ‘smelly’ end for ventilation.
As a result, each side is different in the prototype – the shutters on both sides are at the same end,
and the louvres both at the opposite end.
The end nearest the louvres has additional vertical framing (at least in the SER version) to withstand
a terrified horse kicking out at the planking.
All the photographs we have are of empty horseboxes in sidings, where the shutters have been slid
open to air the inside. Presumably the shutters were closed when a horse was being transported to
avoid scaring it, and to prevent it sticking its head out with unfortunate consequences!
MODELLING NOTES:

•
•

•
•

For economy, both sides and both ends each come from the same mould. However, because of
differences noted below, the the castings must be modified as described in the instructions.
The resin used in this kit is high quality and has more give than other resins If the castings have
curved slightly in storage, heat with a hair dryer or in hot water, and gently stroke back to straight.
Nevertheless handle with reasonable care, and support them when working. The planking is more or
less scale thickness, and if you’re concerned about strength, you may consider it worth gluing a piece
of thin styrene on the back.
I glue the parts together with either Superglue or a two-part 5 minute epoxy resin glue such as
Araldite. Superglue is more risky, but suits my impatience. Araldite gives time for adjustments..
The wagon can be used with the closed shutter showing when it’s in a moving train, the open one
showing when it’s in a siding. Fitting a horse with its head showing pleases the children…

General methods
•
•

•
•

•
•

Clean up the castings, removing casting sprues from the bottom edges. Be careful not to remove
strapping and catch detail.
The resin castings are made in two part moulds, and it’s almost impossible to produce a casting
without minor imperfections caused by air bubbles. I reject those that have too many. Look out for
tiny gaps in the beading around panels and tiny holes in thin edges. Fill with e.g. Squadron putty or
Humbrol filler. Hold the casting up to the light, and if you can
see an internal air-bubble, consider cutting a small hole in the
rear, and pressing filler into the small void.
I find the homemade tool in the photo very useful for cleaning
up inside panelled areas where normal tools would remove
detail. The strip wood is 3 or 4mm square.
Check the tiny detail of cosmetic bolts. If you are bothered by
any that have failed to cast, remedy this as follows: drill
0.55mm and superglue tiny protruding lengths of 0.5mm plastic
rod into the holes.
I recommend ‘paint as you go’, where suggested in the
instructions. Leaving painting until after completion can cause difficulties, especially the interior and
underside.
This resin takes paint easily and primer is not needed (unlike etched brass!). However a plain coat of
paint is useful to show up flaws and gaps needing attention.
RECOMMENDED ORDER OF ASSEMBLY

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Clean up resin castings. Modify sides.
Trim floor and assemble body in the order given.
Check the solebars/w-iron assemblies fit without forceing.
Check that metal buffer stocks and drawhooks fit in the resin ends. Fix buffer stocks.
Fix horse-hooks to solebar/axlebox castings.
Paint all parts including wheels.
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7. Fix white-metal solebar/axlebox castings (with wheels) into slots in headstocks (buffer beams)
8. Add end cranks & rods
9. Add buffers and coupling hooks
ASSEMBLY – THE RESIN BODY

1. Clean up sides, checking for squareness.
2. Remove one ‘shutter’ from each side in order to replace it with the louvre castings. (In order to
reduce the casting reject rate, you may find I’ve marked the one to be cut: this will be because of
casting flaw.) NOTE that both louvres are at the same end – the smelly end! The shutters are to
access the horse’s heads.
3. The method is to drill holes (say 1.6 mm/ 1/16”) in each corner and then cut between the holes. The
correct method is to use a fine coping saw. The quick method is to repeatedly scribe between the
holes on the rear with a scrawker/plank scriber. In either case, cut the outer vertical line first since
this is the weakest part. Gently file the rough edges exactly to the wooden framing. Make sure the
casting is well supported to avoid breakage.
4. If desired, cut out one or both of the shutters and replace with half-open ones made from scribed 40
thou styrene sheet. Note that the number on the headstall would then be visible. (See drawing)
5. Sometimes small bubble holes occur, particularly in the hinge cylinders, and these should be built up
with modeling putty. The exact scale bolt-head detail doesn’t always cast as well as I would like. It
can be repaired (if you’re bothered) by drilling 0.55mm and fitting short lengths of 0.5mm plastic rod,
but I recommend waiting until you’ve sprayed a coat of primer after assembly. It’s then much easier
to judge.
6. Clean up the white-metal castings of the louvres. An Exacto saw is useful to remove slight
imperfections – hold on the same slant as the louvres. Trial fit the louvres in their respective holes,
filing if necessary. DO NOT FORCE (unless you want to repair the sides…) Then glue in place,
making sure the louvres slant downwards.
7. Clean up the ends. Scrape off any resin ‘knife edges’ around the bolt heads – these are part of the
manufacturing process. Clean up the edges by scraping & filing being careful not to remove the
edge detail of spring-loaded knob catches which secure top and bottom flaps
8. With care, these catches can be trimmed very accurately and a hole made between the plunger rod
& the ‘wooden’ edge with the tip of a craft knife. When finished, it’s a nice touch to paint the knob
and the plunger rod with aluminium paint to represent steel.
9. Drill for the end lamp-irons 0.55mm if the cast holes haven’t gone through. All these horseboxex
were originally fitted with safety chains in addition to the normal couplings. However they can get in
the way of coupling, so you may choose to leave them off. If you’re going to fit them, drill out either
side of the coupling hook (you can see little ‘dents’ to guide you) using a 0.9mm drill. The safety
chain eyes will fit in these holes later on.
10. Clear out the draw-hook (coupling-hook) hole with a 1.4mm drill.
Gently clean out the buffer-stock holes with a round needle file.
Do not try to drill – the casting may split asunder…
11. At this stage, it’s worth filing the tiny edge slots for the end
cranks. See later note on detailing.
12. Using the 2 x 1.5mm styrene, cut 3 extra end verticals measured
against the drawing. Note that the bottoms must be chamfered to
fit the lower frame bevel. Fit these parts to one end only as in the
photo (which shows an SER box with diagonal bracing). Finally
use a craft knife to scrape decorative bevels along the edges.
This end goes next to the louvres.
13. Cut the floor 68.5 x 49mm from 60 thou styrene.
14. Make a trial fit and see that the sides fit snugly inside the ends. Note how the hinge and catch detail
is intended to line up. Check that the floor fits with clearance. It may need a little removing.
(Because of the ledges it needn’t be exact)
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15. Before final assembly, it’s worth going over the castings with a glass-fibre pen to remove slight
imperfections and provide a keying surface for the paint.

Assemble as follows:
16. Glue the floor to one end, resting on the ledge.
17. Add one side, gluing to end, not to floor. Make sure the hinge and catch details line up before the
glue goes off.
18. Add the second side.
19. Check that the other end will fit – if the floor needs trimming, now is the time! Place the wagon on a
sheet of glass or truly flat surface. Check for squareness and then glue the floor to the sides.
20. If the sides are bowed inwards at all, glue a narrow straight-edge of scrap 60 thou styrene inside.
21. If necessary file the top of the sides to match the ends, retaining the straight line. At the same time,
check the bevel so that the roof will fit snugly.
22. If one shutter is left open, fit the central partitions as follows: peel the backing off the printout of the
central partition. Stick to 40 thou styrene, cut & scribe. Fit in place after trimming the ends. (I put a
cast horse into one of my vans. It must have been wider than a real horse because I had to ‘slim’ it.
/Continued
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WHITE-METAL UNDERFRAME - PREPARATION

1. Check the solebar/axleguard castings against the drawing, and file or cut off any excess metal
(‘flash’) left over from casting including the knife-edges above the body supports. The rear of the
hornblock castings (the early equivalent of W-irons) can be beveled so that the visible thickness is
prototypical.
2. Gently offer the solebar castings into the slots in the resin ends, trimming as necessary. Check that
they fit snugly into place without forcing. The tops of the spring-hangers may need to be thinned
down so that the solebar goes in far enough to reach the floor. I recommend making corresponding
marks on floor and solebars so that from now on they are always replaced on the same side.
Remove, and…
3. Referring to the scale drawing, check the horse-hook (grab-handle) holes in both solebars. They
may need drilling out with a 0.6mm (No 73) drill. There are ‘dents’ to guide you. NB: small drills bind
easily in white metal and snap. Use a sharp drill, slow speed and remove frequently to clear swarf.
4. Bend small pieces of the thin iron wire to make square U-shaped horse-hooks and glue in place in
the holes you've just drilled.
5. There should be a connecting rod between the axlebox keeper flates. There is a little hollow in the
casting, but it’s better to drill this a couple of millimetres deeper with a 0.8 or 0.9 drill before cutting
the rod and springing it into place.
6. Check that the wheel bearings fit in the axlebox holes, and if necessary, clean out the holes. When
using Slater’s wheelsets, you can use a 2.5mm (No 39) drill held in the fingers or a pin vice. The
intention is for the bearings to drop fully into the holes. Careful, there isn’t much spare depth!
7. Now check that the distance between the bearings is the same on both sides. If not, the casting may
have been bent slightly, so check the tops of the solebars are straight. If not, they can be gently
bent. (This kind of white-metal is fairly pliable)
Assembly – if you don’t follow the steps in order, you may give yourself later trouble!
8. Make a trial assembly of wheels and solebars. Take your time over the next few steps - the good
running of the wagon depends upon it.
9. Check that the hornblocks/axleboxes aren’t forced outwards because the bearings aren’t sitting deep
enough. Check that the axles are parallel and parallel to the ends. If not, slightly reduce the
opposites ends of the solebars and remember the fit when gluing later on. Turn the wagon over and
place on a sheet of glass or similar. If necessary, file the tops of the solebars until all four wheels
touch the glass and the horsebox doesn’t rock. DO NOT GLUE YET. Mark the solebars/floor so you
know which goes which side.
10. Turn the wagon upside down with solebars still in place and trial fit the buffer stocks. The spigots foul
the solebars, and need flats filing for clearance. Run a 1/16” drill through the holes.
11. Remove the solebars and glue the buffer stocks in place. You can ensure they’re true by threading a
length of 1/16” rod through the buffer stocks from one end of the wagon to the other.
12. Clean up the buffer castings. (Note that two are flat-heads and two are round-heads. Check with the
drawing to get them the right way round!) Some modellers have been worried about the fragility of
these buffers, but the metal is pliable, and can be bent straight again after an accident! I’ve been
using them for more than 15 years now. (The alloy is prone to pitting, so you may need to use filler)
The buffers should need little adjustment in order to slide easily in the stocks. You can simply
scrape the buffer shanks along the length with a craft knife, rotating the buffer between each scrape.
Don’t file the shanks across the width – the roughness will stop the buffers sliding smoothly.
13. Replace the solebars, and trial the buffers. The buffer rods may foul the rear of the hornblocks, so
increase the hollow already there.
14. Glue the safety chain eyes and end lamp-irons in place. Depending on availability, the kit may
contain either cast or etched lamp-irons – the latter need joggling and fitting with the tiny pins.
15. At this stage, I recommend painting the body, roof, solebar/axlebox castings, wheels, and
remaining components separately. (See Painting Notes on a later page) But first check the
notes below about adding the cranks & rods, and drill the 4 holes now and the slots for the
flap cranks.
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16. Once painting is complete, mount the wheels and glue the solebars in place, making a final check of
the wagon on a piece of glass to ensure all four wheels touch. Also check that the axles are parallel.
DETAILING

17. Fit the cranks & rods which in the real
thing, lift the top shutter when the lower
flap/gang-plank is lowered. Before
starting, see separate scale drawing
and photos opposite so that you
understand how the mechanism was
supposed to work.
18. Drill a 0.7mm hole in the vertical
strapping 9.5mm below roof.
19. Cut or file away a tiny slot near the
bottom corners to allow the the crank
casting to sit slightly more deeply. In
the original, the crank was probably
forged in one with the vertical strap.
20. Repeat for the other three corners.
21. Next, drill out the holes in the cast
cranks 0.7mm or so, and bend & cut
the cranks as in the scale drawing.
This type of low-melt metal will allow bending into a small-radiused curve (over a piece of rod, say)
but not a knife-edge bend. Glue the cranks in place.
22. Make the top fitting as in the diagram. Mount the 3/64” brass
tube in lathe or drill and use a file to taper 4mm. Cut off at 4.5mm
using the saw on the angle to create a bevel. Repeat 3 more
times.
23. Cut the thin iron wire into four and shape as shown threading
through the tapered tube and bending at right angles. Don’t
forget that two of the wires will be mirror images. Glue each of the
four wires into the hole in the top strapping and into the crank
hole. Fill the bevel end of the tube so that it seems to be part of
the strapping.

BUFFERS AND DRAWGEAR

1. The kit is supplied either with castings for the screw
couplings or with fold up etches. The castings are tiny
because they are to scale. However, the castings are tinrich, and stronger than they appear. They work well for
me in period trains of to 12 or 15 vehicles. Of course,
sudden ‘snatching’ can break them – as with the
prototype. Coupling hooks and links are scale size, and if
you work to ‘coarse’ standards, you may need to replace
them with larger, non-scale versions.
2. NOTE:If you are going to use the correct screw coupling
castings, bend and fit the top link to each hook before
proceeding.
3. Use the iron wire cut to the lengths shown. With finenose pliers, bend end loops to make the links of the sizes
shown. After assembling the buffers and painting the wagon, the lower link can be bent up, and the
coupling assembled. The bob-weight has a long enough spigot for it to be bent over after inserting
into the centre screw.
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Buffer springing:
4. Drill 0.7mm right through the
shank of each buffer to take
the spring wire. The hole
centre should be 14.5 mm
along the shank from the rear
of the buffer-head. If you're
squeamish about drilling
through a narrow rod, make a simple jig from a couple of inches of 1/16" I.D. brass tube. Drill the
hole through the brass tube at the correct distance from the end. It's then a simple matter to feed
each buffer into the tube for drilling. This jig can also protect the shanks when painting buffer heads.
5. Run the phosphor-bronze wire through your fingers to straighten it, then cut off two pieces 42 mm
long. Roughen the centre of the wire with a file so that glue will hold to it. Checking with the
diagram, slide the wire through the hole in the coupling hook just behind the headstock, and then into
the hole in the right-hand buffer shank. Push the wire right through so that it overshoots and then pull
it back into the hole in the other buffer shank. (It’s easier to do than explain) With a little bit of
adjustment, the two buffers should now spring easily in and out.
6. When you’re satisfied, push the coupling hook fully in, and put a blob of resin glue to hold it and the
wire in place. When set, the ends of the wire can be bent to touch the headstock so that the buffer
heads protrude fully and the draw-hook is held back by the spring.
7. Cut the safety chain to the length in the scale drawing, open out the links at each end and fit in place,
hanging one of the cast hooks at the end of each chain.
PAINTING AND LETTERING

1.

In SER days, passenger vans such as horseboxes were painted a dark reddish brown, probably
veering in the orange direction rather than towards purple as on LWSR wagons. Try Humbrol
German Camouflage Brown 160 with a little extra black. It is possible that after 1883 they may have
been painted the dark crimson lake/chocolate brown of passenger stock.

2. The reddish brown is probably taken down on to the headstocks (buffer beams) and solebars. All
ironwork is black when new.
3.

The interior was painted ‘drab’ – probably a greyish brown.

4.

In theory, the Mansell wheel axles were painted blue as a distinguishing feature. The wheel centres
were varnished hardwood, and tyres were white when new.

5.

No numbering or lettering is visible on extant photos. The lettering in the drawing is conjectural.
There was probably a number at the end above the headstock. I suggest using the SER van
transfers by Fox to give lettering 5 or 6” high (3 or 3.5mm).

6.

When the shutter is pulled back, the headstall number would be visible – see drawing.
SER HORSEBOX NUMBERING

145 horseboxes were built before groom’s compartments were introduced. So probably any number
between 1 and 145 would be suitable for models intended as running up to 1878. If you are modelling
the SECR period, it would probably be safter to use the numbers 95-100, 123-8, 134-9.
HISTORY

This type of horsebox was used by both the SER and the LBSCR perhaps as far back as 1842. On the
SER they lasted until the early 1900s. Replacement started from 1888. The ‘modern’ type of horsebox
with groom’s compartment was introduced in 1872. In the 1880s the SER horseboxes were piped for
Smith’s non-automatic vacuum brake, and in the 1890s for the automatic vacuum brake. Some vehicles
had both, at least ca.1890. It is unlikely that vacuum brake gear was fitted. Castings for both types of
piping are available from SER-Kits. It is possible that later SER versions had more modern running gear
and ribbed buffer stocks.
FINALLY:

Dan Garrett, 21 Weald Close,Weald, Sevenoaks, Kent TN14 6QH Email: Serkits1@aol.com
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